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News Articles about this 
Website and the Osama bin 
Laden Name ...
WIRED Magazine: "Osama's 
Family's Suspicious Site"  
Philadelphia City Paper: "A Date 
with Destiny" 
World NetDaily: "The Next 
Target?" 
All Headline News: Binladin 
Domain 
City Paper "Connect the Dot Coms" 
Busy Busy: "Dept of Bizarre 
Coincedence" 
The New Yorker: The House of 
Binladin 
BBC: The Binladin Name 'Hijacked' 
BINLADIN: A Family Business or Is 
It? 
WorldNation: The Binladin Empire 
RedHerring: BINLADIN 
Killtown: 911 Coincidences and 
This Website 
Further suggestions? <submit> 

  

 
 

EXPOSE THE TRUTH - SHARE THE STORY - AND GET SOME ANSWERS 
Let others know about this website. Spread the word of this website.  
Please add to the DIGG network or del.icio.us - share the coincidence.  
Also, ask the Binladin Group's contact address for any questions which you may 
have about this website from their own and new corporate website.  
OTHER SOCIAL BOOKMARKS - EXPOSE THE TRUTH WORLDWIDE: 

               

On September 11, 2001, the United States experienced the most 
significant and violent attack by terrorists even on its own soil. The 
terrible events that ensued have been linked to the mastermind of Osama 
Binladin, the leader of the group Al-Qaeda.  
 
Although the Binladin family group denounced their fallen son and any political 
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affiliation of Al-Qaeda, on the same day as the terrorist attacks, the Binladin family 
website and all of their web pages, links, emails and domain name EXPIRED -- on 
September 11, 2001. 
 
Shocked and curious about the possible connection between Binladin and the war on 
America, I, Christopher Curry, a technology consultant, began to 
investigate these events via the net. 
 
I found a number of websites linked to Osama Binladin and began to notice some 
startling parallels: the largest and most unbelievable was the expiration of a website 
owned by the Binladin family: www.saudi-binladin-group.com.

 I have often been asked about the proof and validity of this domain expiry and the 
former owner (BINLADIN ITSELF). I SUGGEST You query ARCHIVE.ORG - what is 
most remarkable about visiting ARCHIVE.ORG demonstrates that this name was 
registered PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER 1, 2000 - MEANING that the potential for it simply 
being a lapse in a one-year expiration (of a $35 fee) is reduced because the name 
was registered TO BINLADIN prior to September 1, 2000. NOTICE THE NAME WAS 
REGISTERED PRIOR TO MAY 20, 2000 - another strange coincidence. It is 
possible to cancel and expire domain names PRIOR TO THEIR ANNUAL DUE DATE. 
Moreover, why wouldn't a wealthy family simply pay (at most) a $35 annual fee to 
renew their chief corporation domain name? And, yes - it is possible to cancel a 
domain name even before it's own expiration date. 

You decide for yourself ... the truth is out there ... 
   

  

  

 

 

  

 

 
Also visit: BINLADIN-GROUP-INTERNATIONAL.COM | BINLADIN-GROUP.COM | BINLADIN-INTERNATIONAL.COM | BINLADINGROUP.COM | 
BINLADINGROUPINTERNATIONAL.COM | BINLADININTERNATIONAL.COM | SAUDI-BINLADIN-GROUP.COM   
| SAUDI-BINLADEN-GROUP.COM | SAUDI-BINLADIN.COM | SAUDIBINLADENGROUP.COM | SAUDIBINLADIN.COM | SAUDIBINLADINGROUP.COM 
| SBG-IPP.COM | SBGIPP.COM 

  

  

about us | media information | credits | terms and conditions of usage | contact information 
© 2006 shrimpo LLC. all rights reserved. shrimpo is a registered trademark of shrimpo LLC. 
 
Please make a difference in the World today: practice random acts of kindness,  
hug a tree, always do your best, pick your battles wisely and learn and live strong. 

  
shrimpo.com - web design and human factoring | chriscurry.com | domain names for sale   
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